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    CAMRA National Inventories of Historic Club Interiors 
 

Guidance to Completing an Email Nomination for a Club 
 
Purpose 
 
This guidance is for any CAMRA or CWG member who wishes to nominate a Club for 
inclusion on the national inventory. The aim is to ensure that sufficient accurate 
information is provided to assist colleagues when making their own visit to the Club; in 
evaluating the merits of the interior; and whether it meets the criteria for inventory inclusion 
– see below. 
 
Information required: - 
 
 A) Historic Plan 

 
  Date of building and date of interior (or estimates) 
 
 Describe historic layout (rooms; any off sales? etc.) and subsequent changes to the 
layout (date?) 
 
 B) Historic Features – details can be submitted as one-line notes 

 
 Full description of each bar/ room/ off-sales? 
  including estimated age of bar back, bar counter 
  estimated date of fireplaces, fixed seating, bell pushes 
 Other features such as paneling, tiling, doors, windows, flooring, ceilings 
 Old fittings in toilets?    

Any unusual features? 
 
 C) Describe any modern extensions and state if they impact on the historic plan. 
 
 D) Reasons for Inclusion and Significance; also, the Qualifications (i.e. the 
flaws) 
 
 E) Your Assessment/ Recommendation – National/ Regional/ Some Regional 
Importance  
 

F) High Quality Photographs – Showing details of any relevant features. 
 

G) Research Already Carried Out e.g. contact with local 
Record Office, archives, library, photos etc. 

 
 H) Other Information Required for Club Heritage 
Website 
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 - Much information should already be available on WhatPub but check what is there 
for accuracy (opening hours, phone number, real ale detail, public transport, facilities, etc.) 
 - Is it listed? – search https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/advanced-
search  
(or use Map Search and enter the Post Code) (or the Scotland etc. equivalents) 
 - Local authority – this is detailed on the listed building records 
 - Exterior description/ details including architectural style; if available, use info from 
listing description 
 - Type of Club e.g. Political Club, Golf Club, Social Club. 
 - Ownership (of building) & licensee – also, manager if different – mobile phone no. 
& email address 

- Any interesting or unique stories about the Club? 
 
Please supply as much information as possible.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Send email to Phil Gregg  philgregg@greggs1.plus.com & copy 
committee@clubs.camra.org.uk 
 
CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION 
 
The focus is entirely on interiors and what is authentically old.  
 
The emphasis is on pre-1945 interiors, although post-war examples can be considered if 
they have particular merit or high levels of intactness. Interiors from 1970 onwards do not 
qualify for inclusion. 
 
A Club should retain a reasonable amount of genuinely historic internal fabric and/ or 
sufficient of the layout for the historic plan-form to be appreciated and understood.  
 
The fixtures & fittings are those that reflect the premises’ historic function as a Club (rather 
than some earlier use of the building). 
 
Ideally, it should be possible to authenticate these features by reference to building 
records, early photographs (sometimes on the Club wall) or other information typically held 
by archives or record offices where available.  
Talking to locals of some years standing (or previous licensees) can help. However, much 
reliance must be placed on informed judgement.  
 
Buildings not originally Clubs can be considered if they have been 
in Club use since World War II. 
 
 
APPLYING THE CRITERIA 
 
When considering a Club for inclusion on our inventories, things to 

https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/advanced-search
https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/advanced-search
mailto:philgregg@greggs1.plus.com
mailto:committee@clubs.camra.org.uk
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look for include: - 
 
 
Historic Plan Form 
 
Is the historic layout mainly intact or readily discernible? Comments on the Club should 
aim to demonstrate how much its internal planning has, or hasn't, changed.  
 
To be able to say it is largely intact but....is part of the way to determine whether a Club 
qualifies for national, regional, or other recognition. 
 
 
Historic Fittings and Features 
 
The more original features –bar counter and bar-back, fireplaces, fitted seating, bell-
pushes, wall paneling, wall-tiles, screens, decorated ceilings, doors and windows, flooring, 
original loos, and so on – the better. 
 
If nearly all these are there, then the Club should probably be worthy of a ‘Nationally 
Important Historic Interior’ rating.  
 
Should there be, for instance, a mostly intact servery and a plan-form only slightly opened 
out but little else then the Club is likely to warrant a ‘Regionally Important Historic 
Interior’ rating.  
 
A particular interesting feature or two might merit inclusion, though they would have to be 
of real significance for an otherwise wrecked interior to be included and probably only 
justified as a ‘An Historic Interior of Some Regional Importance’. 
 
Where the only survivals are the likes of a couple of fixed benches and a bit of matchboard 
wall-paneling in a mostly opened up pub, then inclusion isn't maintainable as such items 
are relatively commonplace and the club is worthy of Local Inventory status only. 
 


